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ABSTRACT
In a technologically enabled world, local ideologically inspired warfare becomes global
all too quickly, specifically terrorist groups like Al Quaeda and ISIS (Daesh) have successfully
used modern computing technology and social networking environments to broadcast their
message, recruit new members, and plot attacks. This is especially true for such platforms as
Twitter and encrypted mobile apps like Telegram or the clandestine Alrawi. As early detection of
such activity is crucial to attack prevention data mining techniques have become increasingly
important in the fight against the spread of global terrorist activity.
This study employs data mining tools to mine Twitter for terrorist ‘organizing’
vocabulary and to pinpoint, through the analysis of (admittedly sometimes sparse) tweet
metadata, the most likely geographical location and connected identities behind the user accounts
used to transmit which organizing or post-event information.
To accomplish this goal, R code and the twitteR package was used to connect through the
existing Twitter API in order to validate a relevant word/ search term list. I then determine, with
“most likely” frequency counts and word clouds the number of K-means clusters into which to
separate the linguistic uses of these words and, by virtue of association, their user accounts.
These user accounts are then investigated with network graphs built using R, NodeXL, and
Gephi, which plot the user network as the final step. For the sake of user-friendly visualization,
these networks are shown using three verified ISIS-sympathizing accounts that contain activist
language and have emerged through analysis as leadership positions, either in terms of
communication or in terms of internet activism. Within the limits of this thesis and available
computing resources, an analysis of these three accounts will have to suffice; however, this

VII

technique could be used in a larger framework to produce more analytical layers and identify
high-rank leaders.
One challenge to this approach has been the meaningful extraction of Arabic terms in R,
which has required workarounds for UTF-8 to overcame challenges relating to character sets;
another is the transience nature of social network activity, in which user accounts change
frequently, one user is found to own several accounts, and tweets can be deleted at any time. As
customary with Natural Language Processing, a third challenge emerges through variations in
spelling, orthography, and the use of abbreviations and special characters (especially the use of
the underscore character), must be accredited this impacts the composition of stop lists and edge
lists and likely introduce false positives into the overall analysis. This is why, at the present,
visual verification of the analysis results is requisite with greater refinement of the analysis,
which exceeds the context of this study, and this need can be greatly reduced.

VIII

1. INTRODUCTION
Terrorism is not new, but as recent event have shown, terrorism has become a global
issue. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) defines terrorism as “the unlawful use of force
and violence against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian
population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social objectives.”1 The U.S.
Department of State similarly states that terrorism is "premeditated politically-motivated
violence perpetrated against non-combatant targets by sub-national groups or clandestine agents,
usually intended to influence an audience."2 But as early as in 1992, the United Nations
declared terrorism “an anxiety-inspiring method of repeated violent action, employed by (semi-)
clandestine individual, group or State actors, for idiosyncratic, criminal or political reasons,
whereby—in contrast to assassination—the direct targets of violence are not the main targets.”3
However, as one easily overused cliché goes, “one man’s terrorist is another man’s
freedom fighter.” This disconnect holds true in many developing countries, in which poverty
and government oppression offer a fertile breeding ground for violent ideology and activity,
often joined to religious ultra-conservatism.4 This claim is often nothing else than a justification
for acts of violence and a platform for groups such as Al-Qaida, ISIS (Daesh, Daish), and Boko
Haram, to bring radical activism to the attention of the local people, the government, and the

1

Best, S., & Nocella, A. J. (2004). Defining terrorism. Animal Liberation Philosophy and Policy Journal, 2(1), 118.
2
Atran, S. (2003). Genesis of suicide terrorism. Science, 299(5612), 1534-1539.
3

Edwards, G., & Meyer, C. O. (2008). Introduction: Charting a Contested Transformation*. JCMS: Journal of
Common Market Studies, 46(1), 1-25.
4
Wood, G. (2015). What ISIS really wants. The Atlantic, 3.
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world. These groups claim to represent the “true”5 Islam, but based on their actions, they show a
twisted image of the Quran.
These groups are referred to a number of different names. “Daesh is an acronym for the
Arabic phrase al-Dawla al-Islamiya al-Iraq al-Sham (Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant).”6
ISIS is an acronym for the English phrase Islamic State of Iraq and Syria. Also, there are other
acronyms such as IS (Islamic State). According to Arabic translator Alice Guthrie, “D.A.E.SH is
a transliteration of the Arabic acronym formed from the same words that make up I.S.I.S in
English: 'Islamic State in Iraq and Syria', or 'al-dowla al-islaamiyya fii-il-i'raaq wa-ash-shaam’.”7
These organizations have successfully used modern technologies such as computers, the internet,
and smartphones to propagate their messages, recruit new members, and even plot attacks, and
its “efficient use of social media to rapidly disseminate propaganda materials reinforces a
perception of power and momentum on the ground.”8 In other words, ISIS and related groups
have changed the terms of war from conventional war to technological war with social media.
This is especially true for social media platforms such as Twitter, Telegram, Facebook,
YouTube, WhatsApp, Xbox, and Telegram—and even includes the player messaging boards on

5

Al-Marayati, S. (2015, September 02). Opinion: No, ISIS doesn't represent Islam. Retrieved April 12, 2016, from

http://www.cnn.com/2015/09/01/opinions/al-maryati-islam-message/
6

OAKLEY, N. (2015, December 02). ISIS 'threatens to cut out the tongue' of anyone who says this word. Retrieved

February 19, 2016, from http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/what-daesh-mean-isis-threatens-6841468
7

Garrity, P. (2015, November 14). What Does 'Daesh' Mean and Why Does ISIS Hate It? Retrieved February 24,

2016, from http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/isis-terror/paris-attacks-what-does-daesh-mean-why-does-isis-haten463551
8

Riedel, B. (2007). Al Qaeda strikes back. FOREIGN AFFAIRS-NEW YORK-, 86(3), 24.
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gaming consoles, such as the Nintendo PlayStation 4. 9 As social media researcher Chris Smith
points out, PSN has 110 million users worldwide, and 65 million of them are active ones, which
“means it is rather difficult actually to get any intelligence out of the PS4’s online universe.”10
Obtaining interesting data is so difficult because the gaming system includes voice and text, and
attackers can control the in-game elements to talk, as well as send messages to one another that
could be utilized as part of the attack plan in games such as Call of Duty. Thus following such
activity “would require an FBI or NSA agent somehow tapping all the activity on an entire
console, not just voice and text chat, and that should not even be technically possible at this
point,” Smith notes.11 Yet intelligence agencies still need to trace these communications.

1.1 Social Media Used By ISIS
ISIS uses many technologies to implement their acts and plans. Technicians in the
Islamic State have the experience and ability to use encoded computer software to avoid
detection of their plots and plans by public security services; they are even hiding their locations
in several systems. According to New York City Police Commissioner Bill Bratton, “They’re
rating these devices to show how masterful they’ve become in dealing with social media and

9

Fredericks, B. (2015, November 16). ISIS uses PlayStation 4 to communicate. Retrieved February 19, 2016, from

http://nypost.com/2015/11/16/isis-using-playstation-4-to-communicate/
10

Smith, C. (2015, November 16). ISIS may use PlayStation 4s to coordinate Paris-like attacks. Retrieved February

19, 2016, from http://bgr.com/2015/11/16/ps4-isis-paris-attacks/
11

Ibid
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reaching out to the audience they’re trying to recruit.”12 After ISIS had attacked civilians in
Paris, France ,13 the French government reported that ISIS has used to encrypting communication
applications and secure platforms, including WhatsApp, Telegram in addition to platforms from
Apple and Google.
The Islamic State makes heavy use of secret channel groups on Telegram,14 a free, rapid,
basic, and well-encrypted app that can be downloaded and used on desktops, tablets and
telephones alike. According to Pavel Durov, CEO and co-founder of Telegram, speaking during
TechCrunch Disrupt SF 2015 in 2015, in San Francisco, “Telegram has gained at least 60 million
monthly active users who send nearly 12 billion messages daily.”15 Many of these active users
send messages through Telegram’s secret channels, in which their User IDs consist only of
numbers these users include are members of ISIS who wish to extend the caliphate and spread
their propaganda and communicate with one another and publish public statements.16 As Kerry

12

MARCIUS, C. R., & MCSHANE, L. (2015, November 18). ISIS rates best apps for terrorist communications

online. Retrieved February 20, 2016, from http://www.nydailynews.com/news/world/isis-rates-best-apps-terroristcommunications-online-article-1.2439192
13

Hamid, S. (2015, November 18). Does ISIS really have nothing to do with Islam? Islamic apologetics carry

serious risks. Retrieved April 12, 2016, from https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-offaith/wp/2015/11/18/does-isis-really-have-nothing-to-do-with-islam-islamic-apologetics-carry-serious-risks/
14

Cuthbertson, A. (2016, February 11). ISIS Sets up Tech Support 'Help Desk' on Telegram App. Retrieved April

12, 2016, from http://www.newsweek.com/isis-sets-tech-support-help-desk-telegram-app-425558
15

Ibid

16

Ibid
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Flynn observes, “Unlike Twitter, Telegram’s messages are encrypted and disappear so the site
cannot as easily decipher, scan and send messages to third parties.” 17
Obviously, there are efforts to block ISIS channels and groups from Telegram.
According to Ewan Lawson, a senior research fellow at the Royal United Services Institute for
Defense and Security Studies in London, “Shutting down ISIS propaganda channels could end
up forcing the group’s supporters into a smaller number of communication channels.”18 But
even if found and blocked, every day ISIS members create new accounts with numeric-only user
IDs, and highly encrypted private and group chats, which makes it tricky to detect these channels
or accounts of Islamic State supporters and to map a suspect’s connections. In addition, the
numeric datatype of the User IDs makes it complicated to track the group’s messages, although,
as a result of the recent Paris attacks, “Telegram … has removed 78 ISIS-related conversation
channels across 12 languages, accordly to corporate statements. The announcement comes amid
ongoing scrutiny over mobile apps reportedly used by the Islamic State group prior to the Paris
terror attacks last week.”19 Furthermore, Telegram developers confirmed that an update in the
Telegram platform will include “an easier way for users to report “objectionable public

17

Flynn, K. (2015, January 13). Beyond Twitter, ISIS Gains 10,000 Followers On Encrypted Messaging App

Telegram. Retrieved February 21, 2016, from http://www.ibtimes.com/beyond-twitter-isis-gains-10000-followersencrypted-messaging-app-telegram-2139287
18

Ibid

19

Stone, J. (2015, November 18). Telegram Just Deleted 78 ISIS Channels From Secret Chat App Amid Encryption

Scrutiny. Retrieved February 21, 2016, from http://www.ibtimes.com/telegram-just-deleted-78-isis-channels-secretchat-app-amid-encryption-scrutiny-2190585
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content.”20 Countermeasures like these take the “war” to Telegram, as Charlie Winter, a senior
researcher at the Quilliam Foundation, who has tracked ISIS channels on the app observed. 21
ISIS channels ended up displaying the following communications:

Figure 1. Screenshots from Telegram as seen on Forbes Tech (left) and on Telegram 03/27/2016
12:19 am CST (right) 22
These “app issues” have driven ISIS’s app developers to create a new application for
encrypted messages. The Anonymous affiliate group Ghost Security was the first to remark that
“the terror group Islamic State (ISIS) has moved on from the Telegram and built its own secure

20

Chastain, M. (2015, November 19). Telegram's Effort to Delete ISIS Accounts Too Slow. Retrieved February 21,

2016, from http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2015/11/19/private-chat-app-telegrams-effort-delete-isisaccounts-slow-stop/
21

Olson, P. (2015, November 19). Messaging App Telegram Shuts Down 78 ISIS Propaganda Channels. Retrieved

February 21, 2016, from http://www.forbes.com/sites/parmyolson/2015/11/19/telegram-isis-propagandachannels/#2b13c24c6f88
22

Olson, P. (2015, November 19). Messaging App Telegram Shuts Down 78 ISIS Propaganda Channels. Retrieved

February 21, 2016, from http://www.forbes.com/sites/parmyolson/2015/11/19/telegram-isis-propagandachannels/#2b13c24c6f88
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Android based messaging app to ensure that communications within the group stay secure.”23
ISIS uses this system, called Alrawi (a successor of its unencrypted Amaq Agency tool), which
is not available in the Google Play store, but shared to ISIS subscribers only through Bluetooth,
for exchanging encrypted messages with its supporters and spreading news of the caliphate.24
ISIS has used both of these applications to provide users with a stream of news and videos filled
with ISIS propaganda messages including executions, battlefield footage, and speeches. 25
This use of a homegrown encrypted platform has made it difficult for governments and
security agencies to follow and intercept the communications between ISIS members.

23

Russon, M. (2016, January 14). Alrawi: Isis has built secure Android messaging app to replace Telegram, says

Anonymous affiliate GhostSec. Retrieved April 08, 2016, from http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/alrawi-isis-builds-secureandroid-messaging-app-replace-telegram-says-anonymous-affiliate-ghostsec-1537948
24

25

Ibid
Dillow, C. (2016, January 13). ISIS Has Its Own Secure Messaging App. Retrieved February 20, 2016, from

http://fortune.com/2016/01/13/isis-has-its-own-secure-messaging-app/
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Figure 2. Alrawi application26
To illustrate the kind of messaging that occurs in encrypted platforms, two messages are shown,
one in Arabic (with translation) and one in English, both screenshots from the Amaq Agency
from 02/19/2016:

Figure 3. Screenshot from Amaq Agency, Arabic text27

26

Screenshot, Alrawi application, take 2/12/2016 at 1:04 am CST

27

Screenshot, Amaq Agency application, taken 02/21/2016.
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The translation for the above screenshot for Amaq Agency breaking news is the
following: “Amaq Agency The killing of an Iraqi officer and three of his companions and the
destruction of Hummer vehicle after the bombing of an explosive device slaves area in southern
Baghdad, Latifiya.”

Figure 4. Screenshot from Amaq Agency, English text28
While ISIS uses the encrypted apps for critical communications and the planning of
attacks, the group uses Twitter to update their followers on the organization’s activities and to
publish photos and videos as documentation and propaganda.

1.2 Twitter
The report ISIS in America: From Retweets to Raqqa, released by the Center for Cyber
and Homeland Security,29 notes that social media is a key tool in radicalization and reveals the
extent of this strategy in the United States. It claims that 300 American ISIS sympathizers are

28

Ibid

29

Vidino, L., & Hughes, S. (2015). ISIS in America: From Retweets to Raqqa (George Washington University:
Program on Extremism, 2015) 7.

9

currently active on social media, in particular Twitter.30 Vidlino and Hughes agree and call
Twitter “a crucial tool in radicalization and reveals the extent of this strategy in the U.S.”31 This
is logical: Twitter is one of the microblogging services providing a spot for users to chat with
other users in social networks. These 140-character posts or “tweets” that users sent or retrieved
through social networking are available through Twitter’s public API, which makes “Twitter to
be the medium of choice for U.S.-based sympathizers of the Islamic State, also known as ISIS,
ISIL, and Daesh,”32 as a report from George Washington University’s Program on Extremism
found. Its universal availability and ease of use makes Twitter the social network of choice for
ISIS supporters to spread caliphate propaganda, deter their opponents, and position IS and their
`brand` amongst other jihadist factions in the Middle East.33 “IS is also using links to selected
outside articles and images from respected news outlets that support their message or overall
narrative in order to gain further credibility.”34 They use some links and hashtags with

30

Shah, S. (2015, December 02). Report reveals U.S. ISIS supporters prefer Twitter as radicalization tool. Retrieved

February 26, 2016, from http://www.digitaltrends.com/social-media/report-reveals-u-s-isis-supporters-prefer-twitterradicalization-tool/
31

Vidino, L., & Hughes, S. (2015). ISIS in America: From Retweets to Raqqa (George Washington University:

Program on Extremism, 2015) 7.
32

Shah, S. (2015, December 02). Report reveals U.S. ISIS supporters prefer Twitter as radicalization tool. Retrieved

February 26, 2016, from http://www.digitaltrends.com/social-media/report-reveals-u-s-isis-supporters-prefer-twitterradicalization-tool/
33

Nissen, T. E. (2014). Terror. Com: IS’s social media warfare in Syria and Iraq. Contemporary Conflicts: Military

Studies Magazine, 2(2).
34

Ibid
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messages leading to other topics that support extending their messages to other social media sites
and recruiting more adherents.
But the use of Twitter has had consequences. As Shah points out, “in 2015, 56
individuals were arrested in the U.S. on ISIS-related activity charges — a record number of
terrorism-related arrests for any year since September 11, 2001.”35 The authorities had help from
Twitter’s geolocation software: It can identify the location of ISIS sympathizers in any place in
the world. These arrests have only made ISIS-affiliated users more aware to the need to disable
location tracking or to use IP-camouflage browsers like Tor to disguise their location36. Twitter
is operating company has announced that it has suspended 125,000 accounts since the middle of
2015 that it suspected of “threatening or promoting terrorist acts, primarily related to ISIS.” This
statement was the first of its kind from one of the world’s most popular social media platforms
and a favorite among extremist groups.37

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONTEXT
The use of data mining in the prosecution of terrorist activity in social networks follows
similar efforts to combat domestic crimes that are less sophisticated, such as murder, theft, and
credit card fraud. In fact, data mining efforts have led to successes, even arrests, in such cases:
John DeCarlo, professor of criminal justice and forensic science at the University of New Haven,

35

Ibid

36

Karam, J. (2016, February 09). Twitter, ISIS and Social Media Whack-a-Mole - Foreign Policy Blogs. Retrieved

February 26, 2016, from http://foreignpolicyblogs.com/2016/02/09/twitter-isis-social-media-whack-mole/
37

Ibid
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says “When we look at technologies like criminal path mapping and predictive policing, we
begin to see the same potential in using big data that retailers have observed.”38 In another
instance, the New Haven CT Police Department has begun utilizing criminal records from the
city’s records that contain many years of information on when, where, and what kinds of crimes
happened in the past to anticipate both when, where, and what sorts of future law violations may
occur.
The field of forensic data mining currently has of two main approaches (and their
derivatives) to detecting terrorist activity: The first approach is elaborated by Jesus Mena, who
bases his approach on detection of crime-relevant vocabulary and usage patterns in public and
non-public databases or social networks.39 This highly effective strategy relies on four methods:
link analysis, text mining, neural networks, and machine learning. Of these, machine learning
through segmenting large databases into statistically meaningful clusters has proven the most
successful in detecting the planning of criminal activity before its execution.40
The second main approach was established by Stanley Wasserman and Katherine Faust in
the first major reference work on Social Network Analysis 41 and applied to forensic work by
Jennifer Xu and Chen Hsinchun.42 This approach investigates social networks regarding social

38

Jeberson, W., & Sharma, L. (2015). Survey on Big Data for Counter Terrorism.

39

Mena, J. (2003). Investigative data mining for security and criminal detection. Butterworth-Heinemann.

40

Ibid

41

Wasserman, S., & Faust, K. (1994). Social network analysis: Methods and applications (Vol. 8). Cambridge

university press.
42

Xu, J., & Chen, H. (2005). Criminal network analysis and visualization. Communications of the ACM, 48(6), 100-

107.
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actors (“nodes”) and their relationships (“ties”), which are made visible through the use of
network and graph theories. The result is reliable data and in-depth information about the
structure of criminal networks. Often used in law enforcement, this technique had gained
prominence when the NSA started using it to analyze Call Detail Records (CDAs) after the
September 11 attacks on the World Trade Center in New York.43
By combining these two major approaches, this study seeks to develop a reliable method
to mine Twitter, which currently functions as the principal mouthpiece of especially ISIS
(Daesh) and Al Quaeda, to identity users of specific vocabulary in English, Arabic, and Kurdish
employed by these extremist movements.

3. TOOLS AND METHODS USED IN THIS STUDY
3.1 Goal of Twitter mining
Data mining has been defined as “The non-trivial extraction of implicit, previously
unknown, and potentially useful information from data”44 and "The science of extracting useful
information from large data sets or databases."45 Data mining usually used in relation to analysis
of data, such as Twitter text mining. We utilize Twitter text mining to discover reliable
information unobserved in vast volumes of data. The analysis of data and the use of R techniques
for returns patterns and regularities in groups of data. Twitter’s mining is operation considerable
amounts to find something of value from related data. We focus on Twitter’s mining role in

43

Ibid

44

Frawley, W. J., Piatetsky-Shapiro, G., & Matheus, C. J. (1992). Knowledge discovery in databases: An overview.

AI magazine, 13(3), 57.
45

Hand, D. J., Mannila, H., & Smyth, P. (2001). Principles of data mining. MIT press.
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extracting useful information that provides ISIS supporter data such as location, account name,
and Islamic State propaganda.
Twitter data (“tweets”) are publically available and led themselves to further
investigation with various data mining methods46. We use these methods to find data related to
Islamic State supporters. These overall objectives, if met, can then be used by the governments
and security agencies to determine relevant data to find Islamic State users. The goal for Twitter
mining is to produce a set of data that has a high-value prediction of the likelihood data related to
ISIS accounts including user’s information. Twitter mining also provides data that can be used to
separate ISIS supporters from others, providing access to many characteristics of the users.
The data collected from ISIS non-supporter accounts includes enemies of ISIS, non-ISIS
jihadis and other people following the organization’s activities such as journalists and
researchers. The data collected from known ISIS supporter accounts will be used as the target for
this investigation data. The main point in Twitter mining processor is to find where ISIS is
located online.

3.2 Initial Data Collation
The investigation began with start with Sentiment Analysis Twitter data, which required
software to mine this platform. Twitter Apps can deliver data to numerous programming
languages, such as Python, Hadoop and R. R and the Rstudio programming language were
selected to deal with Twitter data because they delivers valuable information in an easy and
flexible way with accurate results. R also can integrate with many languages such as C/C++,

46

Upadhyay, A., Mao, L., & Krishna, M. G. (n.d.). Mining data from Twitter. Retrieved February 25, 2016, from

http://www-scf.usc.edu/~aupadhya/Mining.pdf
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Java, and Python and link with various data sources and other statistical packages like SAS and
SPSS. With more than 2000 packages available on the Comprehensive R Archive Network
(CRAN), R is “the chief tool for statistics, data analysis, and machine learning. It is more than a
statistical package; it’s a programming language, so you can create your own objects, functions,
and packages.”47 R is also platform independent and open-source code that gives us the ability to
use it on any operating systems.
First, R was connected with Twitter’s API.48 The twitteR package was added in order to
make it available in R session. Twitter was then set up with a consumer key and secret key to
authenticate within R when we use Twitter functions. The following code is used for
authentication of the Twitter account.
getTwitterOAuth(consumer_key, consumer_secret)
In the R session, the following code was used in order to connect R and Twitter:
consumer_key <- “your_consumer_key”
consumer_secret <- “your_consumer_secret”
access_token <- “your_access_token”
access_secret <- “your_access_secret”
setup_twitter_oauth(consumer_key, consumer_secret,
access_token, access_secret)
It is now possible to extract tweets from Twitter by using the searchTwitter() function in
order to search in Twitter for the desired hashtag in tweets:
searchTwitter(searchString, n=25, lang=NULL, since=NULL,
until=NULL, locale=NULL, geocode=NULL, sinceID=NULL, maxID=NULL,

47

Ulrich, J. (2010, December 14). Why Use R? Retrieved March 03, 2016, from http://www.r-bloggers.com/why-

use-r/
48

Application Programming Interface (API) available at ( https://dev.twitter.com/faq)
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resultType=NULL, retryOnRateLimit=120, ...)
Arguments


searchString: Search query to issue to Twitter. Use “+” to separate query terms.



N The maximum number of tweets to return



Lang: If not NULL, restricts tweets to the given language, given by an ISO 639-1
code



Since: If not NULL, restricts tweets to those since the given date. Date is to be
formatted as YYYY-MM-DD



Until: If not NULL, restricts tweets to those up until the given date. Date is to be
formatted as YYYY-MM-DD



Locale: If not NULL, will set the locale for the search. As of 03/06/11 only ja is
effective, as per the Twitter API



Geocode: If not NULL, returns tweets by users located within a given radius of
the given latitude/longitude. See Details below for more information



sinceID: If not NULL, returns tweets with IDs greater (ie newer) than the
specified ID



maxID: If not NULL, returns tweets with IDs smaller (ie older) than the specified
ID



resultType: If not NULL, returns filtered tweets as per value. See details for
allowed values.



retryOnRateLimit: If non-zero, the search command will block retry up to X
times if the rate limit is experienced. This might lead to a much longer run time
but the task will eventually complete if the retry count is high enough
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These instructions will return any authorized tweets which match the search criteria. Note that
there are pagination restrictions as well as other limits on what can be searched, so it is always
possible to not retrieve all matching tweets. Authorized tweets are public tweets as well as those
protected tweets that are available to the user after authenticating via the registerTwitterOAuth
library.49
By seeking to extract all tweets related to ISIS on Twitter from their API using the
twitterR package in R. Collected data set that is still raw is created.

3.3 Data Cleaning
The procedure of data cleaning might be challenging to complete without involvement in
the domain because detection and correction of irregularities require detailed scope knowledge.
Thus, data cleansing is typically as semi-automated. Ideally, it is as automatic as possible due to
the large datasets under consideration. The process needs time and an expertise to cleanse data
manually as needed. “Data cleaning, also called data cleansing or scrubbing, deals with detecting
and removing errors and inconsistencies from data in order to improve the quality of data.”50
Obtaining comprehensive and successful data cleansing depends on the ability, available
knowledge, and information to determine and correct anomalies in data.
We face several challenges during cleaning data such as misspellings during data entry,
missing information, or other invalid as incomplete data. The data sources often include
redundant data in various representations. As we handle Twitter data, it has uses different types –
including numeric and text. The focus for this investigation was on the text and numeric

Gentry, J., Gentry, M. J., RSQLite, S., & Artistic, R. L. (2015). Package ‘twitteR’.
Rahm, E., & Do, H. H. (2000). Data cleaning: Problems and current approaches. IEEE Data Eng. Bull., 23(4), 313.
49
50
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columns. When we want to find the location of a user we need a geocode column, which consists
of two values, latitude and longitude. These two values provide the map location for an account.
Many of these columns were missing values, and one of the principal items of interest is the
location of the user’s. As the following screenshot shows:

Figure 5. Missing Geolocation Values
Many ISIS supporters intentionally omit longitude and latitude values for security
purposes when they created their account. “Mark John Taylor, who reportedly now goes by the
name of Mohammad Daniel or Abu Abdul Rahman, failed to turn off the location service on his
Twitter account, thereby identifying his whereabouts every time he tweeted.”51 Thus, the ISIS
developer group spread a message to the supporters of the Islamic State, warning them not to
enter a value in the location column and to turn off their location when they use smartphone
applications such as Twitter, Facebook, and Telegram in order to avoid revealing their real
location while using those apps.
Therefore, “Jihadi fighters have been told to remove metadata from their tweets and stop
posting names, locations, and identifiable photographs to stay one step ahead of Western

51

Molloy, A. (2015, January 1). New Zealand Isis jihadist accidentally tweets location from Syria. Retrieved

February 29, 2016, from http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/new-zealand-isis-jihadistaccidentally-tweets-his-location-from-syria-9952682.html
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spies.”52 Notable ISIS supporters have started to follow this step to turn off Geotags on Twitter
in order to be safer and more secure. We found many accounts missing the values of longitude
and latitude, which makes the work of governments and security services much more challenging
than before to find the location of suspect accounts. The goal of data cleaning is to detect and
resolve errors or data inconsistencies that were taken from Twitter through the API app. The data
cleaning plays a role in decision making that depends on the quality of data.
Data entry errors are the most common ones in the databases for data entry that is done
by humans. This problem is seen in several places with our data when we extract ISIS account
information from Twitter data. For example only some ISIS accounts there contain location
metadata. Thus, we treat any of this information as non-relevant data entry errors.
In this study we have two types of data to clean: English data and Arabic data. We apply
a different approach with them, because they are two separate languages. As an initial step, we
need to install “tm” package, the text mining library for R.
3.3.1 English Data Cleaning
We convert English tweets to a data frame with the R code shown below. The following
line is a function in R to convert tweet lists to data frames. We also need the relevant twitteR
package for running the below code.
tweetFrames <- lapply(searchResults, twListToDF)

52

AWFORD. J. (2014, October 19). ISIS tells its jihadis to stop betraying their location when they tweet: Fighters'

obsession with social media is letting spies track where they are. Retrieved February 29, 2016, from
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2798185/isis-look-stay-one-step-ahead-western-spies-teaching-fightersremove-metadata-tweets.html
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twListToDF {twitteR}
A function to convert twitteR lists to data.frames.
Package:

twitteR

Version:

1.1.9

Description
This function will take a list of objects from a single twitteR class and return data.Frame
version of the members.
Usage:
twListToDF(twList)
Arguments:
twList
A list of objects of a single twitteR class, restrictions are listed in details
Details:
The classes supported by this function are status, user, and direct message.
Values:
A data.frame with rows corresponding to the objects in the list and columns being the
fields of the class.53
To combine all tweets in one file and store as data frame we need to apply the following
R code.
df <- do.call("rbind", lapply(tweetFrames, as.data.frame))

53

Gentry, J. (2015, March 7). TwListToDF {twitteR}. Retrieved January 15, 2016, from

http://www.inside-r.org/packages/cran/twitter/docs/twListToDF
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as() performs a type coercion: in other words it changes one type to another type.
lapply() applies a function onto all of the elements of a list.
In the command below, lapply(tweetList, as.data.frame), applies the
as.data.frame() coercion to each element in tweetList.
The rbind() function combines elements that are supplied to it into a row-by-row
structure.
The do.call() function executes a function call, but unlike just running the function
from the console, allows for a variable number of arguments to be supplied to the function.
The full command we will use looks like this:
tweetDF <- do.call("rbind", lapply(tweetList, +
as.data.frame))
as.data.frame() coerces each list element into a row
lapply() applies this to all of the elements in tweetList
rbind() takes all of the rows and puts them together
do.call() gives rbind() all the rows as individual elements
Next, corpus must be created to provides the ability to handle the output of the data frame
in order to start cleaning data tasks that include changing letters to lower case, removing
punctuation, numbers and removing stop words. Using the R code below, we converted the data
frame lists to the corpus.
myCorpus <- Corpus(VectorSource(df$text))
In this process, we imported only the text we want to clean from the data frame by using
the ‘df$text’ argument. The dollar signs $ gives the ability to transmit between frame data tables
and extract a specific column.
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After that, a collection of digital data is needed to become a corpus for the R
environment. This step means to convert the data frame that was created into a Corpus object.
The tm package provides a function called Corpus () for this purpose. While, there are various
methods to create a corpus in R. this study used the tm package,for ease to use reasons. In a
nutshell, the Corpus () function has the ability to read from several sources and a corpus was
created from the data frame including text only.
To clean the data the tm_map() functions was called; it is a part of the tm package:


tm_map Transformations on Corpora
Description: Interface to apply transformation
functions (also denoted as mappings) to corpora.



Usage
## S3 method for class 'PCorpus'
tm_map(x, FUN, ...)
## S3 method for class 'VCorpus'
tm_map(x, FUN, ..., lazy = FALSE)



Arguments
x A corpus.

As shown above tm-map lists FUN as one of its arguments. FUN is a transformation
function taking a text document as input and returning a text document. The function
content_transformer can be used to create a wrapper to get and set the content of text documents.
Arguments to FUN:


Lazy –Lazy mappings are mappings which are delayed until the content is accessed.
It is useful for large corpora if only few documents will be accessed. In such a case it
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avoids the computationally expensive application of the mapping to all elements in
the corpus.


Value: A corpus with FUN applied to each document in x. In case of lazy mappings
only internal flags are set. Access of individual documents triggers the execution of
the corresponding transformation function.54

The below R code line was the first step to cleaning English data.
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, function(x) iconv(x, "latin1",
"ASCII", sub=""))
This removes all non-ASCII characters, which means the code will delete emoticon
characters from corpora’s contents. Emoticon are a set of symbols that expresses the meaning
that may not be apprehended in the formal text language. Also, the above R code line removed
Arabic and Latin characters. For that, we do not have to implement another R code to remove
Arabic or Latin text from English corpus. The following is a screenshot showing emoticons
characters the data frame of the corpus:

Figure 6. Initial results for emoticons

54

Feinerer, I. (2015, July 02). CRAN - Package tm. Retrieved February 30, 2016, from

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tm/
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Next, several transformations on the corpus are needed, including: such as changing
letters to lower case, removing punctuations, numbers and stop words. At this point, some
manual addtions of known-undesirable terms were also made to the stop-word list.
The following R code lines were used to convert English letters from upper case to lower
case again using components from the tm package:
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, tolower)
To remove the Punctuation:
myCorpus<-tm_map(myCorpus,removePunctuation)
And remove the numbers:
myCorpus<-tm_map(myCorpus,removeNumbers)
That complete, it was necessary to remove stop words in English again, the tm package
provides functions for this task. Also, we merged several words with the English stop words list
in order to remove that words we selected. Some words were included with the stop words
because these words are not useful in this study; these include rt, say, amp, and lol:
my_stopwords <- c(stopwords('English'), 'rt', "changed",
"say", "amp", "lol") # To merged into English stop words list
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, removeWords, my_stopwords)
myCorpus<-tm_map(myCorpus,removeWords,stopwords("English"))
After the processes above to have a symmetrical corpus while space removed is needed.
This R code accomplishes that:
myCorpus<-tm_map(myCorpus,StripWhitespace)
Then we have to convert or ensure data are in plain text. We applied the following R code
to do that:
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, PlainTextDocument)
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By the above R code we were done with cleaning tasks and the data was ready for next
step.
3.3.2 Arabic Data Cleaning
The first problem we faced with Arabic was text normalization after extracting data from
Twitter. Processing right-to-left languages like Arabic in R can be a bit difficult, particularly
when mixed with left-to-right languages such as English. Since this study involves a high
transaction of text analysis of Arabic and English Twitter posts, we find several issues with text
normalization. The text analysis approaches require some arrangements for normalization before
commencing the real analysis work. Normalization includes many methods such as removing
punctuation, translating words to lowercase, and amending numbers. This process is essential for
any frequency analysis of Arabic terms.
In English, cleaning data is comparatively easy due to several pre-packaged language
processing software suites.The options cleaning of the Arabic language processing and dealing
with Arabic data are not nearly as advanced as their English counterparts and, further, are much
less accessible to the general practitioner.
We start in Arabic cleaning data tasks with preparing the text; the following used:
arabic_tweetFrames <- lapply(arabic_searchResults,
twListToDF)
arabic_df <- do.call("rbind", lapply(arabic_tweetFrames,
as.data.frame))
The first line of R code places each term tweet searches in a list of the data frame. The
second line is for merging all the lists produced by the first line in one data frame list and stored
in Arabic_df variable see below:
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Figure 7. Raw data in Arabic
Next, we need to bring the text to apply to the data cleaning tasks. Because of linguistic
difference between Arabic and English, we use a different function to extract the text as shown
below:
my_txt <- gettext(arabic_df$text)
The above R code provides us the text column from arabic_df as the following table
shows:

Table 1. Tweets in Arabic
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To fully, clean the data we need to remove its punctuation, non-relevant words involved
in the tweets, numbers, retweet, html links, unnecessary spaces, and capitalizations. We used
gsub() function in R to cleaning Arabic data, taken from the pattern matching and replacement
package:
grep {base}

R Documentation

Pattern Matching and Replacement
Description: grep, grepl, regexpr, gregexpr and regexec search for matches to argument
pattern within each element of a character vector: they differ in the format of and amount of
detail in the results. Sub and gsub perform replacement of the first and all matches respectively.
Usage:
grep(pattern, x, ignore.case = FALSE, perl = FALSE, value =
FALSE,
fixed = FALSE, useBytes = FALSE, invert = FALSE)
grepl(pattern, x, ignore.case = FALSE, perl = FALSE,
fixed = FALSE, useBytes = FALSE)
sub(pattern, replacement, x, ignore.case = FALSE, perl =
FALSE,
fixed = FALSE, useBytes = FALSE)
gsub(pattern, replacement, x, ignore.case = FALSE, perl =
FALSE,
fixed = FALSE, useBytes = FALSE)
regexpr(pattern, text, ignore.case = FALSE, perl = FALSE,
fixed = FALSE, useBytes = FALSE)
gregexpr(pattern, text, ignore.case = FALSE, perl = FALSE,
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fixed = FALSE, useBytes = FALSE)
regexec(pattern, text, ignore.case = FALSE, perl = FALSE,
fixed = FALSE, useBytes = FALSE)
Arguments:


Pattern: character string containing a regular expression (or character string for
fixed = TRUE) to be matched in the given character vector. Coerced by
as.character to a character string if possible. If a character vector of length 2 or
more is supplied, the first element is used with a warning. Missing values are
allowed except for regexpr and gregexpr.



X, text: a character vector where matches are sought, or an object which can be
coerced by as.character to a character vector. Long vectors are supported.



ignore.case: if FALSE, the pattern matching is case sensitive and if TRUE, case
is ignored during matching.



Perl: logical. Should Perl-compatible regexps be used?



Value: if FALSE, a vector containing the (integer) indices of the matches
determined by grep is returned, and if TRUE, a vector containing the matching
elements themselves is returned.



Fixed: logical. If TRUE, pattern is a string to be matched as is. Overrides all
conflicting arguments.



useBytes: logical. If TRUE the matching is done byte-by-byte rather than
character-by-character. See ‘Details’.



Invert: logical. If TRUE return indices or values for elements that do not match.
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Replacement: a replacement for matched pattern in sub and gsub. Coerced to
character if possible. For fixed = FALSE this can include backreferences "\1" to
"\9" to parenthesized subexpressions of pattern. For perl = TRUE only, it can also
contain "\U" or "\L" to convert the rest of the replacement to upper or lower case
and "\E" to end case conversion. If a character vector of length 2 or more is
supplied, the first element is used with a warning. If NA, all elements in the result
corresponding to matches will be set to NA.55

The gsub() function regular expression syntax, as shown in the following table shows
was used:

55

Syntax

Description

\\d

Digit, 0,1,2 ... 9

\\D

Not Digit

\\s

Space

\\S

Not Space

\\w

Word

\\W

Not Word

\\t

Tab

\\n

New line

^

Beginning of the string

$

End of the string

\

Escape special characters, e.g. \\
is "\", \+ is "+"

|

Alternation match. e.g. /(e|d)n/
matches "en" and "dn"

Becker, R. A., Chambers, J. M., & Wilks, A. R. (1988). The new S language: a programming environment for

data analysis and graphics, Wadsworth and Brooks. Cole: Pacific Grove.
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•

Any character, except \n or line
terminator

[ab]

a or b

[^ab]

Any character except a and b

[0-9]

All Digit

[A-Z]

All uppercase A to Z letters

[a-z]

All lowercase a to z letters

[A-z]

All Uppercase and lowercase a to
z letters

i+

i at least one time

i*

i zero or more times

i?

i zero or 1 time

i{n}

i occurs n times in sequence

i{n1,n2}

i occurs n1 - n2 times in
sequence

i{n1,n2}?

non greedy match, see above
example

i{n,}

i occures >= n times

[:alnum:]

Alphanumeric characters:
[:alpha:] and [:digit:]

[:alpha:]

Alphabetic characters: [:lower:]
and [:upper:]

[:blank:]

Blank characters: e.g. space, tab

[:cntrl:]

Control characters

[:digit:]

Digits: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

[:graph:]

Graphical characters: [:alnum:]
and [:punct:]

[:lower:]

Lower-case letters in the current
locale

[:print:]

Printable characters: [:alnum:],
[:punct:] and space

[:punct:]

Punctuation character: ! " # $ %
&'()*+,-./:;<=>?@[\]
^_`{|}~

[:space:]

Space characters: tab, newline,
vertical tab, form feed, carriage
return, space
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[:upper:]

Upper-case letters in the current
locale

[:xdigit:]

Hexadecimal digits: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
789ABCDEFabcdef

Table 2. gsub() function regular expressions
The R code to remove usernames involved in the text of tweets as the following:
my_txt_clean <- gsub("@\\w+", "", my_txt)
The above R code will remove Twitter user names from the text as illustrates below:

Figure 8. User names removedNext, we used the R code following to remove punctuations from
the text
my_txt_clean <- gsub("[[:punct:]]", "", my_txt_clean)
After that, we applied the below R code to remove the numbers:
my_txt_clean <- gsub("[[:digit:]]", "", my_txt_clean)
Then, we remove links in the text by using the below R code line as the following shows:
my_txt_clean <- gsub("http\\w+", "", my_txt_clean)
We applied the following R code for removing retweets from the text:
my_txt_clean <- gsub("RT", "", my_txt_clean)
Now we need to organize the text by removing the double space between the words:
my_txt_clean <- gsub("[ |\t]{2,}", "", my_txt_clean)
We applied the following R code for removing a single space in the beginning of the
sentence:
my_txt_clean <- gsub("^ ", "", my_txt_clean)
The following R code is same above works but it will remove the end space:
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my_txt_clean <- gsub(" $", "", my_txt_clean)
this sequence, produced cleaned text by applying the above R code lines to Arabic text
that removed its punctuation, people involved in the tweets, numbers, retweet, html links, and
unnecessary spaces.
The cleaning process for Arabic data deliberately omits to removal of the underscore
sign “_” wholesale. There are many ISIS supporters who use the underscore sign with their
comments, as the following screenshot shows:

Figure 9. Use of underscore in Arabic tweets
As we see in the above screenshot of one of the ISIS comments on Twitter. The Arabic
words are mixed with the underscore sign that makes our job of cleaning the Arabic data more
difficult than before. We applied the following R code to eliminate the underscore sign:
my_txt_clean <- gsub(" $", "", my_txt_clean)
We still have another problem with Arabic data in the cleaning process, which is to
eliminate emoticons from the text (see figure 10). Removing emoticons with English data was
easy and we used R code that provided us the ability to delete all emoticon characters in the data
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by one line of R code; however, with Arabic data we cannot apply same line of code that we did
with English data to eliminate emotion characters because the R code was for removing nonASCII characters and non-English letters.
Since both, Arabic characters and emoticons are listed under the Latin language in R, if
we apply the code to Arabic data, will remove all Arabic data. Thus, the best solution we found
was to remove emoticons from Arabic data manually. The following screenshot shows the
Arabic tweets with emoticon characters.

Figure 10. Arabic text with emoticons
After we have finished the process of cleaning Arabic data with the gsub() function, we
need to convert the Arabic text to a corpus. For the operation of converting data into a corpus we
need to execute several steps. Application of the following R code to the clean text to convert the
Arabic text to UTF-8 format, so that it is readable:
my_txt_clean <- iconv(my_txt_clean, to="utf-8-mac")
This code will convert the Arabic text into UTF-8 format to avoid the problem of Arabic
characters in R. Then, we will convert the Arabic text to data frame format by applying a second
process that produces data in a frame format; this will easy convert by R code to the corpus
object. The following R code is used to convert the Arabic text to data frame format:
my_df <- as.data.frame(my_txt_clean)
And then conversion of the data frame to the corpus:
myCorpus <- Corpus(VectorSource(my_df))
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After we produce the Arabic corpus, we need to remove Arabic stop words, similar to
what was done with English stop words. However, the tm package does not provide us a list of
Arabic stop words. To solve this problem we create a list of Arabic stop words, for the tm
package we renamed Arabic. The Arabic stop words list includes 324 words. The table below
shows our Arabic stop words and some non-interesting words that we used in the process of
cleaning the Arabic corpus:
هناك
وقال
وكان
نهاية
وقالت
وكانت
لالمم
فيه
كلم
لكن
وفي
وقف
ولم
ومن
وهو
وهي
يوم
فيها
منها
مليار
لوكالة
يكون
يمكن
مليون
هناك
وقال
وكان
نهاية
وقالت
وكانت
لالمم
فيه
كلم

ضمن
انها
جميع
الماضي
الوقت
المقبل
اليوم
ـ
ف
و
و6
قد
ال
ما
مع
مساء
هذا
واحد
واضاف
واضافت
فان
قبل
قال
كان
لدى
نحو
هذه
وان
واكد
كانت
واوضح
مايو
فى

غير
بشكل
حاليا
بن
به
ثم
اف
ان
او
اي
بها
صفر
ب
قد
كانو
،
عشر
عدد
عدة
عشرة
عدم
عام
عاما
عن
عند
عندما
على
عليه
عليها
زيارة
سنة
سنوات
تم

اخرى
بان
اجل
غير
بشكل
حاليا
بن
به
ثم
اف
ان
او
اي
بها
صفر
حيث
اكد
اال
اما
امس
السابق
التى
التي
اكثر
ايار
ايضا
ثالثة
الذاتي
االخيرة
الثاني
الثانية
الذى
الذي
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كان
لدى
نحو
هذه
وان
واكد
كانت
واوضح
مايو
ب
غادرو
ذهبو
،
عشر
عدد
عدة
عشرة
عدم
عام
عاما
عن
عند
عندما
على
عليه
عليها
زيارة
سنة
سنوات
تم
ضد
بعد
بعض

اكثر
ايار
ايضا
ثالثة
الذاتي
االخيرة
الثاني
الثانية
الذى
الذي
االن
امام
ايام
خالل
حوالى
الذين
االول
االولى
بين
ذلك
دون
حول
حين
الف
الى
انه
اول
ضمن
انها
جميع
الماضي
الوقت
المقبل

فى
في
كل
لم
لن
له
من
هو
هي
قوة
كما
لها
منذ
وقد
وال
نفسه
لقاء
مقابل
هناك
وقال
وكان
نهاية
وقالت
وكانت
لالمم
فيه
كلم
لكن
وفي
وقف
ولم
ومن
وهو

وهي
يوم
فيها
منها
مليار
لوكالة
يكون
يمكن
مليون
حيث
اكد
اال
اما
امس
السابق
التى
التي

اليوم
ـ
ف
و
6و
قد
ال
ما
مع
مساء
هذا
واحد
واضاف
واضافت
فان
قبل
قال

اعادة
اعلنت
بسبب
حتى
اذا
احد
اثر
برس
باسم
غدا
شخصا
صباح
اطار
اربعة
اخرى
بان
اجل

ضد
بعد
بعض
اعادة
اعلنت
بسبب
حتى
اذا
احد
اثر
برس
باسم
غدا
شخصا
صباح
اطار
اربعة

االن
امام
ايام
خالل
حوالى
الذين
االول
االولى
بين
ذلك
دون
حول
حين
الف
الى
انه
اول

في
كل
لم
لن
له
من
هو
هي
قوة
كما
لها
منذ
وقد
وال
نفسه
لقاء
مقابل

لكن
وفي
وقف
ولم
ومن
وهو
وهي
يوم
فيها
منها
مليار
لوكالة
يكون
يمكن
مليون

Table 3. Arabic stop words
The list above is used to eliminate the words that we defined as Arabic stop words. Then,
we apply the following R instruction to remove all the stop words from the Arabic:
myCorpus<-tm_map(myCorpus, removeWords, stopwords("Arabic"))

With this step we produced an Arabic corpus without the stop words.
After we removed the Arabic stop words from the Arabic corpus, more steps are needed
to finish the cleaning process. The first step is to apply the below R code on the Arabic corpus in
order to remove white spaces between the words in the corpus:
myCorpus<-tm_map(myCorpus,stripWhitespace)
Next, ensure that the word in the corpus is plain text:
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, PlainTextDocument)
With the methods described above, we have cleaned the Arabic text from punctuation,
numbers, retweets, and people involved in the tweet’s text.
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4. TWITTER SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
4.1 Word Lists
We used R a function to generate a word cloud based on the following word lists, which
include vocabulary as identified by native speakers engaged in the current political situation:
Order

Word or phrase

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Islamic State
Dabiq
Jihadi
Ummah
Kuffar
Wilayat
Khawarij
Table 4. Word list in English

The Islamic State is a territorial State and the place that holds current terrorists. It “requires territory to remain
legitimate,”56 because ISIS supporters think that the “Islamic State is tied to the establishment of the caliphate.”57

1. Dabiq is the name of the online propaganda magazine by the Islamic State. ISIS used it
to spread news and activities of the caliphate. It is published in various languages
including English.
2. Jihadi is the word used to describe Islamic State’s fighters. They have used this name
commonly on social media platforms like Facebook, Telegram, and Twitter. Therefore, it
is a phrase related to the ISIS supporter’s accounts.

56

Wood, G. (2015). What ISIS really wants. The Atlantic, 3.

57

Mawhorter, J. (2015, February 26). The Basic Vocabulary for Understanding the Islamic State. Retrieved March

20, 2016, from https://politicalfactions.wordpress.com/2015/02/26/the-basic-vocabulary-for-understanding-theislamic-State/#_ftn5
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3. Ummah is another phrase ISIS supporters use in social media. The meaning of this
phrase is community, which means people ‘under Ummah’ have same ancestry or
geography.
4. Kuffar means infidels; ISIS supporters used this word to refer to individuals who are
opposed to them. Islamic State proponents also call people who disagree with their
opinions kuffar; then they killed these people. We can see this word in ISIS propaganda
significantly.
5. Wilayat means State. This phrase is used for a city or region that is taken by ISIS and
controlled by the Islamic State.
6. Khawarij: ISIS uses this phrase for people who do not apply all the Islamic legislation
laws.
Order

Word or phrase in Arabic

Meaning in English

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

الخالفة
البغدادي
غنيمة
الرافضة
المجاهدين
الردة
الروافض
غنائم
خليفة المسلمين
باقية وتتمدد
ذبح
المرتزقة
النواصب
المرتد
بايعوا
خليفة
نحر
العراق وبالد الشام
المجوس
المرجفون
الصفويين
دابق

The Caliphate
Baghdadi
Booty
Rejecting
Combatant, Fighter, Mujahedeen
Apostasy
Rejectionists, Shiites
Spoils
Caliph of the Muslims
Lingering expands
Slaughter, Killing, Slay
Mercenaries
Naasibis
Apostate
Pledged allegiance
Caliph
Slaughter
Iraq and the Levant
The Magi
Almrgevon, who do not join ISIS to fight
The Safavids
Dadiq ISIS magazine
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فتوحات
دولة الخالفة
جهادي
تنظيم الدولة
الدولة االسالمية
مناصر الخالفة
اخبار الخالفة
يحبون الموت
اسود التوحيد
والية حمص
والية الرقة
والية الموصل
والية البركة
والية الفلوجة
والية دمشق
والية الفرات
والية الجنوب
والية الخرسان
والية سيناء
والية حلب
والية االنبار
والية ديالى
والية كركوك
والية الجزيرة
النصيرية
الصليبيين
كافر
بال الشام

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Conquests
Caliphate State
Jihadi
State regulation, State organization
Islamic State
Pro The Caliphate, Supporter of the Caliphate
The Caliphate News
Love death
Lions consolidation
The State of Homs
The State of Raqqa
The State of Mosul
The State of Baraka
The State of Fallujah
The State of Damascus
The State of Furat
State of the South
The State of Khorasan
The State of Sinai
The State of Halab
The State of Anbar
The State of Diyala
The State of Kirkuk
The State of Jazeera
The Nusayris
Crusaders
Infidel
Levant
Table 5. Word list in Arabic

1. الخالفة: It means the Caliphate, the Caliphate is an Islamic State, led by a caliph. “Who is a
political and religious leader who is a successor (caliph) to the Islamic prophet Muhammad.
His power and authority are absolute.”58 The Sunni fanatic group in Syria and Iraq has

58

Chandler, A. (2014, June/July). What Is an Islamic Caliphate and Why Did ISIS Make One? Retrieved March 26,

2016, from http://www.thewire.com/global/2014/06/what-is-an-islamic-caliphate-and-why-did-isis-makeone/373693/
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established an Islamic caliphate over the two nations. We can see caliphate phrase in social
media used by ISIS members.
2.

البغدادي: It is the name of the leader (caliph) of the Islamic State (Caliphate).

3. غنيمة: It means booty. ISIS uses this phrase after a battle when they take things such as
weapons and money.
4. الرافضة: It means rejecting. ISIS uses it for Muslims who do not accept the existing
government (caliphate). Usually, they use it with the Shia branch of Islam.
5. المجاهدين: It is one of the crucial phrases that ISIS uses frequently in social media. It means
combatant, fighter, or Mujahedeen.
6. الردة: It means apostasy. It an Islamic term that refers to leaving Islam a reversal of the
religion of Islam to the infidels and the apostate truth. ISIS uses this phrase for Kurdish
forces (Peshmerga).
7. الروافض: It is the same as number 4 ()الرافضة, but it is plural in meaning and more generally
with a different script in the Arabic language.
8. غنائم: It is the same as number 3 in meaning, but it is plural.
9.

خليفة المسلمين: it means caliph of the Muslims.

10. باقية وتتمدد: ISIS means by this phrase “remain and expand the caliphate.” This phrase is one
of the most famous words that are repeated in all ISIS supporters’ posts. It is one of the
mottos or slogans of the Islamic State. Through it, we are able to know any comments related
to the Islamic State. It is one of the hashtags especially on Twitter that counterterrorism,
security agencies, and governments have benefited from when they track ISIS users accounts.
11. ذبح: It means slaughter, killing, and slay. ISIS used this kind of word to scare people in the
beginning. However, they committed the meaning of the word after duration.
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12.

المرتزقة: It means mercenaries. ISIS uses this term for those who work with the Islamic
State enemies such as the Kurdish forces, Peshmerga. ISIS supporters said those people are
paid for their work or are working for their own interests.

13. النواصب: “Naasibis” means individuals who hate Ali (may Allah be pleased with him) and
they set themselves up against him and take a hostile stance against him.
14. المرتد: It means the same as number 6, but it is plural.
15. بايعوا: It means pledged and allegiance. ISIS used this term when a new group of people
joined the Islamic state, and they became supporters’ caliphate. Therefore, they should
pledge to the caliph of the Islamic State in order to do what the caliph command for them. It
was a rule in Islamic State in the past.
16. خليفة: It means caliph of Muslims. He is an individual; Muslims should pledge for him. His
role is a leadership position of Muslims.
17. نحر: It means slaughter. It means the same as number 11, but is another term in the Arabic
language.
18. العراق وبالد الشام: It is Iraq and the Levant, which is the first place that the caliphate was
established.
19. المجوس: It means the Magi, who are followers of Zoroastrianism. ISIS called Persian people
by this term. Commonly we see it in the Islamic State posts; they use the word Magi to refer
Iranians.
20. المرجفون: Almrgevon. ISIS uses this phrase for those who do not join ISIS to fight their
enemies.
21. ( الصفويينSafavids): Also, ISIS uses this word for Iranian people, but it is a different term in
the Arabic language.
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22. ( دابقDadiq): It is the name of ISIS magazine, which covers most of the Islamic State acts
and propaganda with their members and the wider world.
23. فتوحات: It means conquests. They call any place that falls under Islamic State control a
conquest. They use this term in every place under battle, where ISIS has victory.
24. دولة الخالفة: Caliphate State is another name of the Islamic State that ISIS supporters use in
their comments on the social platform.
25. جهادي: Jihadi is one of the common terms we can find in social media that ISIS uses.
26. تنظيم الدولة: It is another Islamic State term which means State regulation or State
organization. Sometimes ISIS proponents use this term to hide for security purposes.
27. الدولة االسالمية: It means the Islamic State.
28. مناصر الخالفة: It is used with a group of people, who are pro the caliphate or supporters of the
Islamic State and are far away from the caliphate place. Usually, scholars who proponents
ISIS called by this phrase.
29. اخبار الخالفة: The phrase means the caliphate news.
30. يحبون الموت: It means people, who love death. ISIS used this for a group of individuals who
do not care to live and want to do anything to die. Therefore, it is propaganda for ISIS
members in social media in order for the wide world know that ISIS supporters are ready to
die for whatever reason.
31. اسود التوحيد: It means the Lions Tawheed, the word Tawheed means 'Is it the oneness of
Allah'.
32. From number 32 until 46 it is the name of the Islamic States which are renamed by the
caliphate, and are under ISIS control.
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33. الصليبيين: It means the Crusaders. ISIS uses this term for all Christian forces such as the
United States, the United Kingdome and other nations.
34. كافر: It means an infidel an individual who does not believe in God.
35. بال الشام: It means the Levant area.
Through study and analysis based on these terms of the Islamic State in this study, we
can identify many users’ accounts on Twitter that may link to the Islamic State actors and
activity. We assume that any comment or post of ISIS proponents on Twitter includes at least
one word of the Arabic vocabulary list. Therefore, the Arabic term list gives the ability to
distinguish ISIS accounts from non-ISIS accounts.

4.2 Word Frequency Histograms and Identification of K for K-means
The purpose of a word-frequency histogram is to show the words that appear more
frequently in a source text. The histogram lists the inputs along the horizontal in descending
order of the term’s frequency. The vertical axis measures the number or frequency of the output
for each input and is charted using a bar graph that measures the cumulative of the outputs. The
frequency has several points that we benefit from.


Detecting the most frequent words in the text.



Enhancing to focus on the inputs that will have been effectively impacted on the result.



Showing in order of influence the inputs of the case in a basic, visual style.



A simple way to compare inputs with the preferred result to validate any modifications to
the process if needed.



Supplying suitable numbers of clusters that help to find K number in K-means algorithm.
The histogram displays the inputs along the horizontal axis (word frequencies) in

descending order of the first highest 20 word’s frequency. The vertical axis (most frequent
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words) measures the frequent word counts of the output for individual input that measures the
cumulative of the outputs, as the following histogram of the most frequent in Arabic tweets text
shows.

Figure 11. Word Frequency Histogram (Arabic)
According to outputs that appear in the word frequency histogramming of Arabic source
text that has high frequency, we can compare output frequency counts with the Arabic
vocabulary list to find out the following.
We need to reprocess the data because we have the words “ ”دولةand “ ”الدولةwhich are the
same word, but it is missing Arabic article which is Al “”ال. Thus, we will combine the
expression into one word “”الدولة. Combining word is one of the critical benefits of the phrase
frequencies histogram. It helps the study focus on the inputs that will have the greatest impact
which is based on the visual organizer. After merged frequency counts the words “ ”دولةand
“ ”الدولةthe histogram will change the order of the words and the numbers of frequencies.
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Furthermore, we remove some generic or common-use words that we see are such as “ ”سلمانthat
is listed in the histogram. Addition R instructions to remove and combine words used are below:
We are using this code for removing the words “”سلمان:
my_txt_clean <- gsub("" سلمان, "", my_txt_clean)
And this code for combining words “ ”دولةand “”الدولة:
my_txt_clean <- gsub("" دولة, "" الدولة, my_txt_clean)
After we applied the code above in R, we get the new word frequency histogram:

Figure 12. Word Frequency Histogram (Arabic), Noise Removed
This change in the histogram order will impact the number of clusters of K-means. If we
focus on frequency histogramming, we note that the probability numbers of K in the K-means
algorithm will be between 1 and 3. We can see that the first six words in the histogram have
higher counts of frequency, but only three words are common terms that ISIS supporters used in
their comments on Twitter. Thus, in this way, we can determine the optimal numbers of K
clusters is 3 depending on the words that the Islamic State users employed in their tweets. That
means we can identify the limit of the cluster numbers in K-means due to the word frequency
histogram of Arabic text, and the ISIS used terms on Twitter.
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The words with high frequency are six, and the rest have less than half the value of at
least one of the high frequent words counts. In this way the phrase frequency histograms of the
Arabic source text helps to determine the probability number of the cluster, so then we know the
limit of K number that we will handle to get an accurate result.
Notably, we can point out that the most common words in the first 15 words with high
frequency are from the Arabic vocabulary list such as “ االسالمية, الفلوجة, الدولة, الخالفة,”والية. Thus,
the chosen words in the Arabic vocabulary list are accurate and related to ISIS accounts because
ISIS users commonly used these terms in their comments or posts. Moreover, the Arabic Twitter
database also displays most Arabic vocabulary lists that we selected with high frequency counts
as the following table shows. We marked the words in the Arabic vocabulary list with the yellow
color.

Table 6. Refined Vocabulary List
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As a result, we can point out that 16 of 20 words from the Arabic list in the above
screenshot show the high words frequencies in Arabic text and only four words are not in the
Arabic vocabulary list. The English frequency histogram is different from Arabic in the numbers
of words and frequency because we selected fewer than Arabic words.

Figure 13. Word Frequency Histogram (English)
As we see from the figure, there are 13 frequent words of English text. Some words are
not interesting or useful in this study. These words charged and leader are not necessarily
common to ISIS-specific accounts.
Therefore, we will remove these words from the histogram to get a new order that helps
to detect commonly used ISIS terms. Removing these words will give the ability to determine the
accurate K number for K-means. We use the below code to eliminate the expression:
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, removeWords, "charged")
myCorpus <- tm_map(myCorpus, removeWords, "leader")
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The following is the word frequencies histogram of English text after we remove the
noise words.

Figure 14. Word Frequency Histogram (English) after Noise Removed
We can point out that the most frequent words histogram of English text has two main
advantages. First, we can determine the K number of K-means cluster algorithm which is not
greater than 6. However, we will ignore one word from the frequent words histogram of English
which is the word “isis”, since the Islamic State supporters do not accept the word ‘isis’ as a
name for the Islamic State. In other words, the k number will be between 1 and 5 and that means
the number of clusters of K-means has been limited. Thus, by using the k number that we gained
from the frequent histogram, we could get the accurate result of clustering. The second
advantage, getting almost all of the English ISIS vocabulary that we selected to be the popular
words in ISIS posts.
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Table 7. English frequent words after popularity determination
The screenshot shows 9 of 13 words in the English list which related to the Islamic State
users’ posts.

4.3 R code to identify posts with selected terms
We use the following code for generating a list of words in a search range.
searchTerms <- c("islamic+state", "dabiq", "jihadi",
"ummah", "Kuffar", "wilayat", "khawarij")
names(searchTerms) <- searchTerms
searchResults <- lapply(searchTerms, function(x){
print(x)
searchTwitter(searchString = x, lang = "en", n =
500)
})
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4.3.1 English-language terms
We use the code above to search data for eight English terms, which we selected based
on common words that the Islamic State supporters used in their comments frequently.
searchTerms <- c("islamic+state", "dabiq", "jihadi",
"ummah", "Kuffar", "wilayat", "khawarij")
To combine terms, we populated a variable called “searchTerms”. Then we identify the
name of the variable by the following R code.
names(searchTerms) <- searchTerms
Next, we create a function to include R search code on Twitter and print each search term
in order to know what words we search on Twitter. The following lines in R that can help to
create search result and put them in a variable. The variable we named searchTwitter.
searchResults <- lapply(searchTerms, function(x){
print(x)
searchTwitter(searchString = x, lang = "en", n = 500)
})
As a result, for the function above we will get all Tweets with each search terms. The R
code above will harvest data from Twitter with English tweets only because we set the language
of search terms on English. Also, we limited the number of “n” to 500 of pre terms, meaning that
R code will bring 500 tweets for each search term. Then, we combine all search terms in one
variable which is searchResults.
4.3.2 Code to search data for 50 Arabic terms
We typically use the following code for generating a list of words in a search term and
put them in the variable Arabic_searchTerms.
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arabic_searchTerms <- c(" ," "اسود التوحيد,"اخبار الخالفة
," "الروافض," "الرافضة," "الدولة االسالمية,""البغدادي
," "المرجفون," "المرتد," "المجوس," "المجاهدين,""الصفويين
 "تنظيم," "بالد الشام," "بايعوا," "باقية وتتمدد,""النواصب
," "ذبح,""دولة_الخالفة," "دولة الخالفة," "دابق,"الدولة
," "والية الجنوب," "والية البركة," "والية االنبار,""فتوحات
," "والية ديالى," "والية الموصل," "والية الفلوجة,""والية الرقة
"والية,""الجهاد," "يحبون الموت," "والية كركوك,""والية سيناء
"والية الخير," "كافر""الجزيرة,")
names(arabic_searchTerms) <- arabic_searchTerms
arabic_searchResults <- lapply(arabic_searchTerms,
function(x){
print(x)
searchTwitter(searchString = x, lang = "ar", n = 100,
resultType = 'recent')
})
Now we have the ability to extract data from Twitter as with the R code above. There is
no difference between English and Arabic code for collecting data, the only distinction is the
number of tweets searched and the language of search.
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4.3.3 Specific problem: UTF-8 encoding of Arabic characters
Working with right-to-left languages like Arabic in R is harder than another language like
English because we can easily apply R code on English code but for the Arabic language it will
be difficult. Thus, we need methods to be ready to implement some analysis tools. Therefore, we
solved the UTF-8 encoding of Arabic characters problem by using the R code below, which
converts Arabic text to UTF-8-mac format in order to deal with and apply text analysis methods
such as removing punctuation, translating words to lowercase, amending numbers, and removing
non-interesting words.
my_txt_clean <-

iconv(my_txt_clean, to="utf-8-mac")

After applying R code to convert Arabic text to a format that we can handle it, then we
converted the Arabic text to the data frame. The data frame format of data was the problem we
want to solve because the Arabic data does not accept to conversion to frame data type.
However, after the R code above applied, we solved the problem, and we continue to run other
steps of analysis data such as display word cloud.

5. WORD CLOUDS
Word clouds are graphical representations of word frequency that award greater
significance to words that show more frequently in a source text. The larger the word in the
graphic, the more common the word was in the tweets. This kind of visualization is able to aid
estimates with exploratory textual analysis by identifying words that frequently show up in a set
of the tweet text. It can also be utilized for communicating the most notable points or topic in the
reporting step. There are different generators freely available on the internet for word clouds and
the way for creating them is simple. One only needs to import the text in the text box, and there
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are tools to build a graphical representation of the words without running a program such as R
program to create a word cloud.

5.1 English Word Cloud
Building an English word cloud requires first a document-term matrix and a frequent
term. To create a document-term matrix we need to convert the English corpus. The process in R
environment to convert a corpus to document-term matrix is done by a function, which is
TermDocumentMatrix(), available in the tm package.
TermDocumentMatrix()
Description: Constructs or coerces to a term-document matrix or a document-term
matrix.
Usage:
TermDocumentMatrix(x, control = list())
DocumentTermMatrix(x, control = list())
as.TermDocumentMatrix(x, ...)
as.DocumentTermMatrix(x, ...)
Arguments
X: a corpus for the constructors and either a term-document matrix or a document-term
matrix or a simple triplet matrix (package slam) or a term frequency vector for the coercing
functions.
Control: a named list of control options. There are local options which are evaluated for
each document and global options which are evaluated once for the constructed matrix.
Available local options are documented in termFreq and are internally delegated to a termFreq
call. Available global options are:
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Bounds: A list with a tag global whose value must be an integer vector of length 2.
Terms that appear in fewer documents than the lower bound bounds$global[1] or in more
documents than the upper bound bounds$global[2] are discarded. Defaults to list(global = c(1,
Inf)) (i.e., every term will be used).
Weighting: A weighting function capable of handling a TermDocumentMatrix. It
defaults to weightTf for term frequency weighting. Available weighting functions shipped with
the tm package are weightTf, weightTfIdf, weightBin, and weightSMART. Additional argument
weighting (typically a WeightFunction) is allowed when coercing a simple triplet matrix to a
term-document or document-term matrix.
Value: An object of class TermDocumentMatrix or class DocumentTermMatrix (both
inheriting from a simple triplet matrix in package slam) containing a sparse term-document
matrix or document-term matrix. The attribute Weighting contains the weighting applied to the
matrix.59
We created the document-term matrix for English and Arabic data by using the below R
code:
myDtm <- TermDocumentMatrix(myCorpus, control =
list(minWordLength = 1))
After we produce the document-term matrix, we need to find the word frequency in order
to build a word cloud. The following R code converts the document-term matrix to matrix:
m = as.matrix(myDtm) # convert the document term matrix to matrix

59

Feinerer, I. (2015, July 02). CRAN - Package tm. Retrieved February 30, 2016, from https://cran.r-

project.org/web/packages/tm/
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To calculate the frequency of the words in the corpora.
word_freqs = sort(rowSums(m), decreasing = TRUE)
To create a data frame with words and their frequencies.
dm = data.frame(word = names(word_freqs), freq = word_freqs)

After we get the word frequencies, and we store it in a data frame format we can build the
word cloud by installing the word cloud package in R session.
Wordcloud()
Usage:
wordcloud(words,freq,scale=c(4,.5),min.freq=3,max.words=Inf, random.order=TRUE,
random.color=FALSE, rot.per=.1, colors="black",ordered.colors=FALSE,use.r.layout=FALSE,
fixed.asp=TRUE, ...)
Arguments:


Words: The words.



Freq: Their frequencies.



Scale: A vector of length 2 indicating the range of the size of the words.



min.freq: Words with frequency below min.freq will not be plotted.



max.words: Maximum number of words to be plotted. least frequent terms dropped.



random.order: Plot words in random order. If false, they will be plotted in
decreasing frequency.



random.color: Choose colors randomly from the colors. If false, the color is chosen
based on the frequency.



rot.per: Proportion words with 90 degree rotation.



colors: Color words from least to most frequent.
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ordered.colors: If true, then colors are assigned to words in order.



use.r.layout: If false, then c++ code is used for collision detection, otherwise R is
used.



fixed.asp: if TRUE, the aspect ratio is fixed. Variable aspect ratio only supported if
rot.per==0.
...

Additional parameters to be passed to text (and strheight,strwidth).

Details: If freq is missing, then words can either be a character vector, or Corpus.
If it is a vector and freq is missing, standard stop words will be removed prior to plotting.60
We used the following R code to build word cloud for English data:
wordcloud(dm$word, dm$freq,random.order = FALSE, colors =
brewer.pal(6, "Dark2"), scale= c(3, 0.7),min.freq = 50)
The following is a screenshot of the output R code to build word cloud for English data:

60

Fellows, I. (2015, February 20). CRAN - Package wordcloud. Retrieved February 30, 2016, from

http://cran.fiocruz.br/web/packages/wordcloud/
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Figure 15. English Wordcloud
The graphic above shows that the most ten-word frequencies are respectively Islamic,
State, Kuffar, Ummah, Jihadi, Muslims, isis, Khawrij, dabiq, and wilayat. These words are
common ISIS supporters’ terms; they used these words in their posts every day. Also, we can
find at least one of these words in their comments on Twitter. If we compare the output of the
English word cloud with our English terms list, we find all of our terms included.
As a result, the process of selecting the English vocabulary list is accurate and valid due
to the output of the word cloud. Also, the word cloud generates a straightforward visual image.
We can emphasize the most frequently used words, allowing us to focus on them and reflect on
whether the English list would have assured the same words.
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5.2 Arabic Word Cloud
We applied same English R code to build an Arabic word cloud which is the following code:
wordcloud(dm$word, dm$freq,random.order = FALSE, colors =
brewer.pal(6, "Dark2"), scale= c(3, 0.7), min.freq = 20)
The following is a screenshot of the output R code to build a word cloud for Arabic data:

Figure 16. Arabic Wordcloud
If we reflect in the screenshot above we point out that the most repeated words in the
Arabic word cloud are “”والية, “ ”الخالفةand “ ”الدولةwhich are among the words that we selected in
the Arabic terms list. These three words are important for ISIS supporters because they use the
words in Twitter comments if they want to disseminate any post about the caliphate.
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Moreover, the Islamic State users are using the phrases shown in the word cloud very
often, especially the word “”والية, which means State in English. For example, when the Islamic
State users want to make comment news happen in their area on Twitter, they will use the word
State “ ”واليةand the name of the city to refer to the location. Thus, when other ISIS supporters
see the post they will know from where the comment was posted.
In a nutshell, the word cloud in English and Arabic allows us to emphasize the most
frequently used words by the Islamic State users on Twitter. Also, the word cloud provides us the
key terms for ISIS that commonly employed by their users on the social media network. Finally,
the word cloud offers interesting features for English and Arabic data such as comparing the
English and Arabic list with the output of the word cloud, helping to highlight the most relevant
terms for English and Arabic words that used by the Islamic State, illustrating the highest word
frequencies and easly sorting the words.

6. K-means IMPLEMENTATION
There are two commonly methods used for identifying data with machine learning, which
are supervised and unsupervised learning. While we are trying to extract useful and interesting
data from Twitter data to detect a set of data for Twitter users’ posts, the unsupervised machine
can build a sort of separate structured set of data (tweets) automatically. It does this by dividing
the texts into clusters and determining key parts between the texts. When data is grouped, it will
be easy to deal with data and find an accurate result.
Because we are dealing with a large amount of data, we selected the K-means
unsupervised machine learning algorithm to cluster our search results. The K-means algorithm is
one of the data clustering algorithms that is listed on unsupervised machine learning algorithms,
used to group or cluster vast amounts of data. “K-means is one of the simplest unsupervised
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learning algorithms that solve the well-known clustering problem.”61 The procedure follows a
straightforward and easy way to classify a given data set through a certain number of clusters
(assume K clusters) fixed a priori. The main idea is to define K centroids, one for each group.
These centroids should be placed in an evenly-spaced way because a dissimilar location causes
various product. So, the better choice is to place them as far as passible away from each other.62
There are many techniques for K-means to cluster Twitter data, and we will discuss some
of these approaches. The first approach we start with is from “A Case Study in Text Mining:
Interpreting Twitter Data from World Cup Tweets”. This method covers using the K-means
algorithm to cluster data from Twitter. Godfrey utilizes K-means to distribute n data points into
K clusters where the space between each data point and its cluster's center is minimized. They
assign the centroids k random points from the data distance and not necessarily points in the
data. Then they assign each data points to the closest centroid to create k clusters. The points in
their cluster have reassigned to reduce the distance between points and data points are reassigned
to the closest centroids. They do this process until they arrive at an optimal concentration of data
points.63 Therefore, the distance is data points, and centroids were the part of them because it
could be utilized as several metrics containing used cosine and Euclidean distances. “Cosine
distance is a measure of distance between two data point and while Euclidean distance is the
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magnitude of the distance between the data points.”64 Then Godfrey, Johns, and Meyer show that
sentences containing the words ‘world’ and ‘Cup’ will be more considered by Euclidean distance
than by cosine distance for individual points. Moreover, they use cosine distance for K-means
because it is a faster, better implementation for scattered matrices, and present distances between
tweets that are dependent on lengths of the tweets.
The second approach is “Using Term Statistics to Aide in Clustering Twitter Posts.”65
Bates uses the K-means algorithm to group text by the method for the pack of ‘words vectors’.
These vectors are analyzed by any of various separation calculations including Euclidean
distances, squared distances, and cosine similarity. Different changed renditions of K-means
have likewise been utilized, including bisecting K-means as well as round K-means clustering.
Also, they claim that K-means and its variations are easy algorithms and simple to perform. The
K-means clustering technique performs well. However, some research has shown that “improved
performance can be achieved by carefully selecting the initial cluster centers.”66 Arthur and
Vassilvitskii say that centers with the various distances from each other will have a greater
probability of generating accurate clustering partitions than the simple random sampling of the
points for primary centers.
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6.1 Finding K
Now that we have clean English and Arabic data, we can start clustering them with the
K-means algorithm. Before we can use the K-means algorithm we have to identify the number of
clusters we want to see at the end. Ultimately, two methods will be employed to determine the
number of clusters.
First, we will use the word frequency diagrams developed earlier in this study to identify
the maximum number of clusters, in our case depending on the most frequent words in the
diagram. According to the most frequent words histogram of English data we can determine the
limitation of the clustering number in the K-means algorithm. The highest number of clustering
for English data will be 5 because the first 6 words in the most frequent words histogram of
English data has the highest frequency, and we ignore the word “isis”. By this way, we identify
the number of clusters for K-means in English data will be not more than 5.
We determine the number of clusters for Arabic data in a similar manner: The most
frequent words histogram of Arabic shows us that the number of clusters in K-means will be 3
because the first three words with the highest frequencies are the common words that are used by
the Islamic State supporters. Moreover, the same three words are shown in the word cloud as the
most words frequent. Thus, by using the number of clusters in K-means that we gained from the
frequency histogram in English and Arabic, we could get the accurate result of clustering.
The second method for finding K is Estimating the Number of Clusters in a Data Set via
the Gap Statistic, which is called the “Elbow” method. A major challenge in cluster analysis is
the estimation of the optimal number of 'clusters', and statistical folklore has it that the location
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of such an 'elbow' indicates the appropriate number of clusters.67 In other words, the Elbow
method runs the K-means algorithm with various numbers of clusters and displays the outputs.
Based on this we can decide how many clusters we should choose. The goal is to determine the
marginal gain of adding each new cluster and to set the number of clusters equal to the largest K
that has positive marginal gain.
Now we will start the elbow method with English and Arabic data. First, we will use
na.omit() function with data in order to create database without missing data. The function
na.omit() returns the object with list wise deletion of missing values. The following R code we
used to do that is shown below:
mydata <- na.omit(m)
Then, we used the below code to standardize variables:
mydata <- scale(mydata)
Next, we will implement the Elbow method on English and Arabic data by using the
following R code to determine the number of clusters:
#wss k within-cluster sum-of-squares
wss <- (nrow(mydata)-1)*sum(apply(mydata,2,var))
for (i in 2:15) wss[i] <- sum(kmeans(mydata,
centers=i)$withinss)
The following R code plots the output:
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plot(1:15, wss, type=”b”, xlab=”Number of Clusters”,
ylab=”Within groups sum of squares”)
This models the marginal gain for number of clusters for our English words:

Figure 17. Marginal Gain model for number of cluster (English words)
The best number of clusters for English data is shown in the above at the “elbow” of the
graph. In this case, the best number of clusters would be something around 5. So we will try to
find 5 clusters in our data for K-means algorithm. A plot of the sum within groups of squares by
number of clusters extracted can help determine the appropriate number of clusters.
The Elbow model below shows the marginal gain curve for our Arabic words:
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Figure 18. Marginal Gain model for number of cluster (Arabic words)
The best number of clusters for Arabic data that were shown at the “elbow” of the graph
is around 3. Therefore, we will try to find 5 clusters in our data for the K-means algorithm.
In a nutshell, the best number of clusters for English data will be 5 depending on the
word frequency diagram and Elbow method. The two approaches that we are dependent on to
identify the number of clusters for K-means algorithm for English data returns a 5. Also, with the
Arabic number of clusters the methods determine almost the same number (3). Thus, we will try
the number of clusters in K-means for English data 5 and the number of clusters in K-means for
Arabic data 3.

6.2 Implementing K
We use the following R code to implement the K-means algorithm on English and Arabic
data:
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fit <- kmeans(mydata, k)
library(cluster)
clusplot(mydata, fit$cluster, color=TRUE,
shade=TRUE,labels=2, lines=0)
6.2.1 K-means output for English data
The below screenshots were generated with:
fit <- kmeans(mydata, 5) #set 5 the number of clusters for English data
library(cluster)
clusplot(mydata, fit$cluster, color=TRUE, shade=TRUE,labels=2, lines=0)
K-means result for English data with 5 clusters:

Figure 19. K-means on English-language data
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Figure 20. K-means on English-language data
6.2.2. K-means output for Arabic data
The R code we used to produce the below screenshots is the following:
fit <- kmeans(mydata, 3) #set 3 the number of clusters for Arabic data
library(cluster)
clusplot(mydata, fit$cluster, color=TRUE, shade=TRUE,labels=2, lines=0)

This produces the following K-means results for Arabic data with 5 clusters:
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Figure 21. K-means output for Arabic-language data

Figure 22. K-means output for Arabic-language data
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6.3 K-means Output Interpretation
The implementation of k-means generated five clusters for English data and three clusters for
Arabic data. K-means sorts our English data into five clusters, and, as Figure 20 shows, an
analysis of cluster means reveals three relevancy classes: Cluster number 4, which contains the
highest-frequency terms (see our frequency histogram above) “Islamic,” “state,” “kuffar,”
“ummah,” “isis,” and “caliphate,” among others, indicates the highest confidence for ISIS
affiliation, as confirmed by visual inspection. Cluster number 2, which contains “dabiq,”
“khawarij,” “wilayat,” “jihadi,” and other words, gives us moderate confidence of originating
from an ISIS adherent, and Clusters 1, 3, and 5, which are formed by the remaining words,
represent low confidence.
Our analysis of Arabic data presents similar results. Figure 22 shows three clusters detected
with K-means: Cluster 1 contains the majority of the search words with the lowest frequencies,
and visual inspection of applicable tweets confirms that any combination of these terms gives us
low confidence that the originating account is affiliated with ISIS; it is more likely that the
accounts belong to journalists or observers. Cluster 2 contains (among others) the words “”الدولة,
“”االسالمية,
“”االٔنبار, “”الرافضة, which appear among the top 15 in our word frequency histogram.
ٕ
All of these terms represent specific political geographies and locations. Hence, this cluster
gives us moderate confidence that any originating accounts belong to ISIS adherents. However,
if we find any verbiage included in Cluster 3“-- ”واليةand “”الخالفة--in any tweet, visual inspection
confirms the highest confidence in its originators’ ISIS adherence. The same high confidence
applies to a combination of any terms from Clusters 2 and 3.
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In summary, for each of the languages, we have detected two high- to medium-relevancy
clusters in similar geographic areas with strong linguistic correlations to ISIS-affiliated account
ownership.

7. SOCIAL NETWORK VISUALIZATION
We have used two applications to generate the social network visualization: Gipher68 and
NodeXL.69 Based on the word frequencies discussed above, we used NodeXL to create the
“edge lists,” i.e. a table of 3,385 (for Arabic) and 6,212 (for English) relevant Twitter user
accounts and their followers. After reviewing a random sample of these accounts for actual
affiliation with ISIS, we selected three representative accounts (@alarhabi42, @nbbnnnn242,
and @drdrhchfjcty) for visualization in Gipher, which allows adequate output legibility.
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Gipher Application available at (https://gephi.org/)
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NodeXL Application available at (https://nodexl.codeplex.com/)
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The Gipher model is below:

Figure 23. Gipher output of user accounts
In this model, @alarhabi42 is shown in the lower right-hand corner, @nbbnnnn242 is
shown in the upper right-hand corner, and @drdrhchfjcty appears in the upper left-hand corner.
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As the model shows, of the three users @drdhchfjcty has the greatest number of followers, with
the other two accounts exhibiting about similar numbers. The interesting part of this graphic,
however, exists in the space between the user accounts, especially in the center of the triangle:
These are followers subscribing to all three user accounts. Further snapshot inspection of the
accounts in the center suggests that these users post with the identities of mujaheddins. Take, for
example, @ghgh12012, who posts on 03/29/2016 at 01:42 CST70:

Figure 24. Tweet from user 1 to visually confirm sentiment
Alternatively, as ali12_rmade13, another account randomly selected from the middle
nodes, writes on March 1771:
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Figure 25. Tweet from user 2 to visually confirm sentiment
The screenshot of the black box stems directly from the Amaq Agency application, used
widely by ISIS, and says “Fighters of the Islamic State liberate 40 women and 2 men who were
being held by Iraqi forces after an attack on a village in Tikrit Island.” Here, we clearly see
biased rhetoric (“liberate”, “held by Iraqi forces”) which leads us to believe that the account
belongs to an active jihadist.
In contrast, user accounts between the notes, but located on the “sides” of the triangle,
show more moderate, almost descriptive rhetoric, such as @50mzmz5072 on 03/24/2016 at 7:24
am CST:
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Figure 26. Tweet from user 3 to visually confirm sentiment
This individual, while still obviously showing allegiance to the caliphate, employs much
less inflammatory rhetoric and appears less actively engaged. He appears as more of a bystander
than a jihadi fighter. The same holds true for the content of the majority of the user accounts
located on the sides of the network “triangle.”
In order to model second and third-level authoritative nodes and generate a “generals and
soldiers” hierarchy, further analysis of the “center accounts” is necessary. At the same time,
more thorough affinity analyses of the “side accounts” will increase confidence in the detected
edges. Such an analysis currently exceeds the limits of this study.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have shown how using relatively inexpensive data mining tools with
social network analysis capacity, combined with mainstream data mining methods and commonsense linguistic analysis of social network posts can prove a first and valuable step in identifying
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terrorist affiliations. We have shown how word frequency counts and word clouds allow us to
guess at the optimal number of clusters and confirm or refine our guesses with the Elbow
method. Once we have determined the optimal number of clusters, we have tuned our k Means
implementation such that the results lead us to specific user accounts with the highest usage of
the selected terms. These user accounts can then be visualized. Our example of just accounts
visualization for just three users shows that connections and authority structures can be identified
(and, again, confirmed with visual inspection) at just one level of analysis. With greater
resources, it should be possible to develop a multilayered model that will allow us to track the
hierarchy of users, eventually leading to actionable data for targeted law enforcement activity.
Naturally, there are limitations to our analysis, and several problems still remain to be
addressed: principal among these is the use of visual inspection to identify tales positives. This
process needs to be automated to produce datasets with optimal confidence. Another
complication is that high-profile users often have more than ten accounts to retweet messages
and create additional traffic. This includes accounts for official spokes persons or groups
(multiple users on one account), rather than individual users, which introduces noise into our
social network analysis. To eliminate this noise, additional linguistic analysis of tweet structures
will allow us to pinpoint the geographical origins of the posters and lead to both, original users
and a prosecution radius for them.
Overall, however, this study shows that inexpensive or free tools, if applied thoroughly,
can be used to greatly enhance law enforcement efforts at eradicating terrorist groups—so long
as locating, cleaning, and processing the data trail left behind on accessible social networks is
possible.
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